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I am an Audax noob having ridden my first in November last year and I am taking to it (albeit gently) 

like a duck to water completing several (50, 100 and Midnight Century) as my introduction to the 

Petite Year Round Randonneur. 

For me, the Bedrock 100km was different – before the ride I considered it to be my first seriously 

challenging Audax and I was a little anxious – most of this perhaps was due to my lack of recent 

familiarity with the route via Mt Nebo, Samford and Clear Mountain. I did discuss the ride with Brian 

and he did indicate that if I bailed, Samford was the place to do it as it was only 10km back to the 

car. My thought was nothing ventured, nothing gained.  

The morning of the ride was relatively cool with an expected 34 degrees and we all started with 

some eagerness and a nice down-hill section. Unfortunately for me, a red light and the chain coming 

off the chainring soon put me well behind and the tail of the group soon disappeared around the 

corner to Settlement Road. No great cause for concern as I am usually well behind the group after 

20km anyway. 

Settlement Road soon gave way to Waterworks Road and the winding road and undulations soon 

gave way to some serious long climbing (and some nice descents as well) which I attacked in my 

usual methodical (read that as slow) riding style even reaching huge speeds of 7-8kmh on some 

uphill sections. There were several riders who said hello on their way past me up the hills who gave 

encouragement to continue. Before I knew it, the trees gave way to manicured lawns and houses 

and a Mt Nebo Coffee Shop. 

A quick stop in the coffee shop to get a bottle of cold water to top up the bidon. One of the riders 

that passed me about half way up was resting outside and commented that I had made good time 

especially on the bike I was riding. Back on the bike and onwards and upwards. 

I found most of the next section to the Samford turnoff to be relatively easier than the first part and 

was riding along quite happily with cars and motorcycles passing me and the occasional other rider. 

The motorcycle paramedic passed me with about four motorcycles in tow and I thought “yes, the 

newspaper article was right – they do look like police and all the other motorcyclists seem to slow 

down around them”. I did find the paramedic attending to a motorcyclist a few km along the road – 

no serious injury for once but I do digress…. 

More climbing and then just around a corner I saw a flouro yellow jersey and then ‘it’ (not the rider) 

raised its head – the little pinch before the Samford Turnoff. Not wanting to let the last bit get the 

better of me it was up onto the pegs and slowly but surely I met Dave at the corner for a brief chat 

and a well needed drink. 

Dave disappeared down the descent and I slowly rolled down the hill keeping the speed way down 

so I didn’t get into trouble (no engine braking like on my motorcycle) and caught up to Dave just 

after the hairpin at the bottom. Dave and I traded places like yoyos on the way into Samford and 

even made it to the control with 10 minutes to spare. We even found a few riders still sitting at the 

tables as I went in to get my Brevet signed and some cold drinks. 



Dave and I parted ways fifteen minutes later and I was off to Clear Mountain.  The temperature had 

increased a lot mainly as there was no cover anywhere near the road and also because I was soon 

climbing again up the undulations of Eatons Crossing Road. Having driven the road many times I was 

relatively familiar with it and when I turned into Clear Mt road I thought I was well on my way. How 

wrong I was soon to be. 11am came and went and the temperature felt hotter as the sun was 

overhead. Continued on, drinking on the crests and found this pinch – Brian had told me about these 

on the mountain so on the pegs, slowly upwards and then up over the top and onwards. 

Then I found the real first pinch. Up on the pegs, into my imitation of a granny gear and grind, grind, 

grind, grind, push hard, unclip, get foot on ground and don’t fall over. Can some-one please advise 

for future rides if rock climbing equipment is required or please put in an escalator! 

I conquered the first pinch on foot which did nothing for my fatigue as I was in the direct sunlight 

slowly climbing the hill, taking in more and more water. Short rest at the top in a postage stamp of 

shade then on again til I hit the second pinch. I rolled to a stop a bit of the way up and proceeded to 

walk again, resting half way up under the shade of a tree to regain some composure before 

completing the walk to the top. More shade! - right beside some resting cows. My BO must have 

been pretty bad because the two closest downwind got up and moved further away. Once 

sufficiently rested, on down the descent.  Awesome views and wind going by to help cool me. I knew 

where the Winn rd turnoff was and Dave had reminded me that for some it appeared suddenly so on 

the last crest I went slowly down and navigated the traffic to head damwards. 

By this stage it was 11:30am. Looking good timewise for meeting cutoff – only a few k’s to Forgan 

road. Fatigue soon reared its ugly head (or was that mine?) as there was no respite from the sun and 

a long uphill stretch nailed me – time to get off, find shade and slowly walk uphill til I recovered. A 

friendly passer by offered to top up my water commenting on the fact that he found it too hot at 

8:30 in the morning to be doing silly things like this and that ‘the last climb before maccas’ always 

nailed him. I discovered ten minutes later that it had got me ten minutes earlier too. 

Onwards and left into Forgan Road to find two riders resting in the most welcoming shade. I had a 

chat to Peter who had called it quits due to the heat. The shade was so good that all I wanted to do 

is rest. Having a look around at the road ahead, I knew I would struggle up the Forgan road pinch 

and I was debating between do I ride on, do I call it quits, Who left a thong on the ground in front of 

Peter, do I ride on….then I looked at the time – bugger, past noon already – no time to make it back 

before cutoff. Decision made, I offered a ‘taxi’ ride to our small group and proceeded to try to 

contact my daughter to collect us – many calls, no answer. During this, Peter had picked up the 

’thong’ with interest and had found it to be the sole of his shoe, complete with cleat. 

 



 
Still no taxi so off we went the short way back to Warner and the 7-11. Peter dropped back as it is hard to 

ride with one cleat and into the shade we went to find two more riders whose best advice was ‘the icy poles 

are awesome’. 

Icy poles consumed, coke drunk, water bottles filled with cold water and then to repair Peter in the true 

spirit of Audax. 

 



I make no apologies for the manly chest and I am leaning over so the love handles look bigger than 

they are….. 

Finally off again via the shortest route to the start. We seemed to be remarkably refreshed after our 

stop and the way back was only troubled by red lights, the return call from the taxi service who was 

otherwise occupied and could not have helped even though they were no longer needed and a 

missed turn close to Brian’s where we could have skipped that last bit of climb. 

 
Proof that we made it back (other than our cars were gone...) 

Overall I rate this as a pretty solid effort at Bedrock. I knew it would be tough and I possibly may 

have made cutoff under cooler circumstances however – nothing ventured – nothing gained. 

Did I mention anywhere that it was ridiculously hot? 

Lessons for next year – lose the love handles and buy a new lightweight bike with a real granny gear. 

Peter’s shoe repairs held well and would likely last a few months but couldn’t last because the 

closures on his shoe was taped over so all the good work was soon to be undone. 



 

No – that isn’t the ‘thong’ from warner. I changed into summer non-riding footwear. 

 

The Mythbusting????? The song goes “only Mad Dogs and Englishmen go out in the mid day sun”, 

but the first person to call it quits was one of our English audax folk.  

 


